Inverse-fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy.
Inverse-fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (iFCS) was recently introduced as an alternative version of FCS that does not require labeling of the analyzed particles or biomolecules. In iFCS, the signal from a medium surrounding the particles is analyzed, as opposed to a signal from the studied particles themselves. As unlabeled particles diffuse through the detection volume, they displace a fraction of the fluorescent medium, causing transient dips in the detected signal which give information about the mobility and concentration of the analyzed particles. Here inverse-fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (iFCCS) is introduced as an extension of iFCS. In iFCCS, labeled particles/biomolecules are analyzed and their fluorescence signal is cross-correlated with the signal from the surrounding medium. When labeled particles are analyzed, a direct estimate of the volume of the particles is obtained or, alternatively, an estimate of the size of the detection volume. Another possibility is to analyze the interaction of small, labeled molecules with unlabeled particles, resulting in cross-correlation as an indication of binding, even though only one binding partner is labeled. This also enables accurate estimation of the degree of labeling, since the amounts of labeled and unlabeled particles are estimated independently.